Federation 2.0 Working Group Meeting Notes

Fed2 WG Google folder: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vr728JXAFVH3agjnbuieV9NLjB_OKHdET?usp=sharing

Meeting https://internet2.zoom.us/j/8853848902 sce

time: https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?msg=REFEDS+Federation+2.0+Conference+Call+%28every+two+weeks%29&iso=20190626T11&p1=179&ah=1

Wednesday, July 8, 2020

Attending: Lucy, David W, Tom, Richard F, Judith B, Laura P, Raja, Alan B, Dedra C, Raja, Craig Lee

Regrets:

Agenda:

1. Today’s activity: making stone soup. First, add your stone to the soup:
   a. Pick a Stone N section in the blank Cauldron section of the Draft Fed2 Report
   b. Put your name there, pick one thought you’d like to add to the soup, and write it down. No cooking needed. You can add more than one thought if you like.
2. After a while, we will stir the soup: consider what all has been written and see where that leads us.
3. AOB

The stone soup activity was quite successful, with WG members contributing 32 (stones 1-31 plus stone 4.1) stones to the soup in about 30 minutes. These are pasted in below, without comments attached (which is beyond Tom’s google foo). The version of the Draft Fed2 Report as of the end of the call was given a name of “20200708 Stones 1-31” in the document’s version control so that we might refer to the stones and comments about them later on as the report evolves.

The remaining 30 minutes or so were spent reviewing stones for the purpose of ensuring that we all understood what they meant. We got through the first 11 stones, and will pick things up next time with the 12th.

Stone 1

Play by the same rules (Lucy)

Stone 2

Share and Share Alike (Lucy) - also mutual aid
Stone 3
Speak with One Voice (Lucy) see also 7

Stone 4
Respect My Authority (Lucy)

Stone 4.1
Defending the Faith

Stone 5
Our goal is the Academic Interfederation. National federations, etc. are means to that end. 
(David Walker) See 19, 7, 6

Stone 6
We need to foster more open interfederation. Currently, there are barriers in the form of 
federation-specific metadata filters and the fact that each federation must support certifications 
like R&S for SPs. (David Walker, +1 Laura) - also see Stone 12, 7, 5

Stone 7
One working group charge was to provide a statement of purpose for the whole of research, 
scholarly, and educational federations. We recognize each federation may have internal goals 
and purposes that are driven by the needs of the communities the federations serve. Extending 
federated identity beyond the reach of local connections to global interoperation, however, is the 
promise that the many federations work towards, together. This goal does not have a common 
brand and or a single voice. We swim in the intention, like fish in water, but naming the obvious 
and pervasive intention was a challenge. We have settled on labeling this as Academic 
Interfederation, and the scenarios drove home that dystopian futures can be averted if all the 
R&E federations can speak with one voice about the value of Academic Interfederation and 
label it in a recognizable manner. (judith) See 3, 5, 6

Stone 8
(Craig) Follow-up with specific action plans.
Actively recruit stakeholders to participate.
Key goals:
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- Drive Suggested Actions into specific plans
- Rack and Stack Suggested Actions to identify specific actions that can be effectively supported with available resources (time, money & people)
- Find the “sweet spot” in the Suggested Actions that can be done with available resources and will have the most effect in promoting academic federations.
- Chase Money
  - Connect academic and societal benefits that are enabled by academic federations
  - Selling infrastructure is always hard, but this connection has to be made
- For each of the Suggested Actions, build a matrix of
  - Who are the stakeholders -- Chase Stakeholders
    - Make this as broad as possible
    - Academia, Industry, Government
  - How this Action can be connected to a stakeholder benefit
  - Identify specific subtasks to pursue this Action
  - How to support each subtask w/ resources (time, money & people)

Stone 9

The perceived benefits that we provide have shifted. (providing a trusted network > provisioning specific, unique information (attributes) about individuals) We need to evolve to ensure that we remain relevant (Laura Paglione, +1 Dedra) - Also see Stone 21, 4, 31

Stone 10

Expand the benefits of federation to those that don't have the expertise to take advantage of federations in house. (Richard Frovarp) - See Stone 26

Stone 11

Leverage the experience gained building national federations to support the growth of industry-specific federations (make the technology we have shown to be successful in R&E relevant in other sectors). Federation as a Service (Dedra, +1 Laura)

Stone 12

If we don’t do it, someone else will (Laura Paglione) - also see Stone 6, 13, 15, 29, 30

Stone 13

R&E space used to be up there with the latest tech and advanced ideas….where is OpenID? (Alan, +1 Laura)
Stone 14
It’s gotta be easier than this! (Laura Paglione) - also see Stones 10, 11, 16, 21, 24

Stone 15
On-campus directories going? As institutions move to outsource with Google/MS their directories are now in the cloud (Azure etc service integration) (Alan) - Also See Stone 12 and Stone 17

Stone 16
People are not aware about Federated access. need to create more awareness programs about the Federated Access especially countries like India. (+1 Dedra) See 7 (brand needed) See also Stone 20

Stone 17
Managed services are not the enemy. Need to provide the kind of services people are looking for (Dedra, +1 Laura, +1 Judith)

Stone 18
Are R&E federations only of use to R&E institutions? Why no adoption for access/single sign-on etc at other levels of education (or colleges/universities with no/low academic research functions)? (Alan, +100 Laura)

Stone 19
Are national federations the real barrier to world-wide federated access? (Alan) See stone 5

Stone 20
We need to be better at telling success stories for federation (Dedra)

Stone 21
We keep on getting hooked up on what’s wrong with now (and taking that as a ‘it won’t change’) rather than where we want to be and the future we aim for (Alan, +100 Laura) - Also see Stone 9
Stone 22
The key to success is adoption. Be patient, facilitate adoption through collaboration (bottom up over top down) (Dedra, +1 Laura)

Stone 23
Future proofing/sustainability?  The current Federation people are getting older….where’s the next generation? Who will support what is being done into the future? (Alan)

Stone 24
Need balance between making clear decisions on direction and applying resources to execute, and maintaining open-mindedness to changing priorities, marketplaces, technology, and expectations. Don’t be rigid about how things have been done in the past, but don’t be in constant experimentation mode, either. (Dedra, +100 Laura) - also see Stone 14

Stone 25
We should be more agnostic to authentication/authorization protocols. (David, +1 Laura, +1 Dedra - See Stone 13)

Stone 26
(Laura) What is the easy (straight-forward) path for implementation? Does complication work against us? - See Stone 10
  ● More experts needed to do our work (but those new in their career and not choosing this)
  ● Complex configurations needed (but to what end? What would we lose if we remove the complexity?)
  ● Long startup times (“plug and play” solutions are selling their ease of implementation, at least some are choosing this - do we provide a better alternative to the easy path?)
  ● Implementation/engagement out of reach for too many (can we bring them into the community without their technical & engagement overhead going up?)

Stone 27
There is a distinction between academic (or global) interfederation (perhaps much broader in community than that of some of the R&E federations) - stone 11, 18 - and the specific authorization claims Stone 4 (judith)
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Stone 28
Survey current industrial efforts that are relevant to federations, e.g., identity linking capabilities of Radiant Logic.

Stone 29
How to leverage commercial efforts and standardization efforts? - Also See Stone 12

Stone 30
There is a whole ecosystem of different ID solutions out there - are the current federations too isolated from other activities? (Alan)- Also See Stone 29, 12, and Stone 28

Stone 31
Trust who? We put a lot of energy to talking about ‘trust federations’ though there are times when this aspiration falls apart. Do IdPs trust SPs? Does federation A trust federation B? And, what are the conditions of this trust? Is trust really the cornerstone of our offering, or is it something else? (Laura)